Practice

“Look, I have 1 fish here. The 1 fish is swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are?
   If correct: That’s right
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 2 or 3 fish?
1. “Look, I have 15 fish here. The 15 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are? If correct: That’s right If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 17 or 16 fish?
2. “Look, I have 20 fish here. The 20 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are?
   If correct: That’s right
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 21 or 22 fish?
3. “Look, I have 34 fish here. The 34 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are? If correct: That’s right If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 36 or 35 fish?
4. “Look, I have 46 fish here. The 46 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are?
   If correct: That’s right
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 47 or 48 fish?
5. “Look, I have 51 fish here. The 51 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are?
   If correct: That’s right
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 53 or 52 fish?
6. “Look, I have 62 fish here. The 62 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are? If correct: That’s right
If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 63 or 64 fish?
7. “Look, I have 73 fish here. The 73 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are? 
   If correct: That’s right 
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child responds correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 75 or 74 fish?
8. “Look, I have 95 fish here. The 95 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are? If correct: That’s right If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 96 or 97 fish?
9. “Look, I have 107 fish here. The 107 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are?
   If correct: That’s right
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 109 or 108 fish?
10. “Look, I have 116 fish here. The 116 fish are Swimming under the lily pad (Cover fish with lily pad). Do you remember how many fish there are?
   If correct: That’s right
   If incorrect: That’s not quite right (repeat prompt from beginning until child respond’s correctly)

Now watch! Another fish swims in (place extra fish on paper but not under the lily pad) Now are there 117 or 118 fish?